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DT in Prep 2

Pre-Prep 2 Learn About Alliteration and Penguins!

Fantastic work from Zoubin in Prep 2 who has been
making a desk tidy in DT lessons. Miss Frewin admires the
work but is not sure about the football team!

As part of their Art work linked to Science, PP2 were asked to
draw, paint or make a penguin. Here is Alani's amazing
creation, Mrs Penguin. It is made from papier mache and a
variety of different materials, including real feathers.

Prep 2 Create Their Own Fantasy Worlds
In English lessons this week, Prep 2 have been designing
their own fantasy settings in preparation for writing
fantasy stories. William has drawn this amazing castle
with a flying, fire-breathing dragon. We can’t wait to read
the story!

Pre-Prep 2 have also been practising alliteration.
Amazing Alani swam with an angry alligator.
Harper had a hungry horse and
Mummy made a muddy muffin.

Homework Horrors for Prep 4!
Prep 4 have been writing newspaper
articles about various catastrophes.
These particular catastrophes seem to
have stopped the children handing in
their homework! It has been amazing to
see how creative the pupils have been in
thinking up excuses!
Famous Mathematicians
Prep 3 have been researching
famous mathematicians in their
Maths lessons! They have found
some fantastic and inspirational
people to learn about.

Faris is a funny boy.
Vinnie the Valiant Viking likes very fast vans.
Resting Rosie rolled the
roundabout.
Art in Prep 4
Barney, in Prep 4, has created a
digital bug collage in the style of
Christopher Marley! What fantastic
symmetry!
Maths in Prep 2
Prep 2 have been studying measurements of mass and length
in Maths over the last couple of weeks. They have produced
posters about different animals and insects, converting the
animals' measurements and comparing their size.

